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Abstract

Studies on the influence of expert evidence and judicial instructions in child sexual abuse

(CSA) cases have produced mixed outcomes. Using repeated measures, we tested the effec-

tiveness of expert evidence and judicial directions in challenging common misconceptions

about children’s memory and responses to sexual abuse. A CSA Misconceptions

Questionnaire was administered to 118 psychology undergraduates who later served as

virtual jurors in a simulated criminal trial. Specialized CSA knowledge was provided by a

psychologist or via judicial directions. Expert evidence had two levels: clinical versus scientific

testimony. Timing of judicial instructions had two levels: directions presented before the child

testified versus during the judge’s summing up. In a fifth control condition, no specialized CSA

information was included. After reading a trial transcript, mock-jurors assessed witness cred-

ibility, rendered verdicts and again completed the CSA Misconceptions Questionnaire. All

four interventions significantly increased jurors’ CSA knowledge. The more they knew, the

more likely they were to convict. Perceived victim credibility fully mediated the effect of CSA

knowledge on verdict: information presented via expert testimony or judicial directions

enhanced perceptions of victim credibility, which in turn increased convictions. Conviction

rates were significantly higher in response to expert testimony from a clinical psychologist

and a judicial instruction provided in the trial summation. These results are promising for

courts and policy-makers grappling with low conviction rates in CSA jury trials.
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Introduction

The nature and scope of common misconceptions held by jurors and laypeople about
child sexual abuse (CSA) and children’s reliability as witnesses has been established in
numerous studies (Calvert and Munsie-Benson, 1999; Cossins et al., 2009; Kovera and
Borgida, 1997; Morison and Greene, 1992; Quas et al., 2005). In general, the findings
support the existence of systemic biases against child witnesses that have contributed to
the low conviction rates observed in CSA cases tried before a jury (Fitzgerald, 2006).
This body of research has established a need to convey specialized knowledge about
CSA cases to jurors to assist in creating a less biased and more informed context in
which allegations of sexual assault by a child complainant are assessed. This is particu-
larly important given the well documented ways that oral questioning strategies used in
court have been shown to confuse child witnesses (Perry et al., 1995), undermine
children’s testimony (Brennan, 1995; Cossins, 2009) and reduce their credibility (Shao
and Ceci, 2010).

Three primary legal procedural safeguards exist to counteract biases in jury decision
making: expert evidence, judicial instructions and jury deliberation. The present research
tested the efficacy of two of these methods to present specialized knowledge in court to
counter juror misconceptions about child sexual abuse: expert evidence and judicial
directions. Until recently, in Australia, the admission of expert testimony in CSA
cases was rare (Cossins, 2008).

While recent changes to the law regarding expert presentation of specialized knowl-
edge in CSA cases are a positive development for the prosecution of child sex offences,
they have occurred in the absence of research to guide their use. Although communi-
cating with juries via judicial directions is routine, and all Australian jurisdictions have
introduced reforms to improve children’s experiences in court, no jurisdiction has pro-
posed a jury direction such as the innovative and unique instruction devised specifically
for this research and tested in this study.

The legal context

Explicit provisions to enable expert opinion evidence about child development and
behaviour were introduced in those four jurisdictions (Tasmania, NSW, Victoria and
the ACT) which have adopted what is known as the ‘uniform evidence legislation’1 in
order to overcome the unnecessary strictness of the common law in the area of child
abuse prosecutions. Although Tasmania was the first jurisdiction to introduce such a
provision, it was under-utilized due to the lack of suitably qualified experts in that State
(Cossins, 2008). It is not possible to gauge the utilization and effectiveness of similar
provisions in NSW, Victoria and the ACT without empirical research and because of the
recency of their introduction (s. 79(2) commenced operation in 2008 in NSW and the
ACT, and in 2010 in Victoria).

In order for expert evidence to be admitted in child sexual assault trials, the expert
must have specialised knowledge (based on training, study or experience) of child
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development and behaviour which may include knowledge about the effect of sexual
abuse on children’s behaviour, development and memory. In larger jurisdictions, such as
NSW and Victoria, it is likely there will be sufficient experts available to meet the strict
criteria of s. 79(2), although cost is a major disincentive for the prosecution to utilize
expert evidence when its efficacy is mostly confined to enhancing the credibility of the
child complainant (Goodman-Delahunty et al., 2010).2 Therefore, it can be expected that
prosecutors will select cases in which expert evidence will enhance prosecutions.

Studies of jury decision-making in CSA trials have demonstrated the centrality of the
credibility of the child complainant to their deliberations, leading some researchers to
conclude that the ‘believability of the child is often the strongest predictor of defendant
guilt’ (Goodman et al., 1998; Schmidt and Brigham, 1996). Because evidence of this type
was so infrequently admitted, expert testimony in CSA trials has not been empirically
investigated in Australia for over 15 years (Crowley et al., 1994) and little is known
about its influence or factors that make expert testimony effective (Klettke et al., 2010).
The recent legislative change created an imperative to examine methods to convey
specialized knowledge on CSA so that experts, legal professionals and policy-makers
are better informed about their utility.

Presenting specialized knowledge in child sexual abuse cases

In CSA cases, the specific objective in admitting specialized knowledge about CSA in
court ‘is to educate jurors, either by adding new information about child sexual abuse
and child memory or by addressing certain ‘‘myths’’ that jurors may hold’ (Kovera et al.,
1997: 180). In the absence of specialized knowledge about CSA, many jurors erroneously
interpret a child’s counterintuitive behaviour (such as delay in complaint or ongoing
contact with the offender) as indicators of the unreliability of the complaint (Cossins
et al., 2009; Goodman-Delahunty et al., 2010). Several factors affect juror ratings of
child believability (Cashmore and Trimboli, 2006; Redlich et al., 2002). One reason that
the child is often regarded as lacking in credulity is the lack of forensic or eyewitness
evidence to corroborate their testimony (Blackwell, 2008). Because a majority of CSA
cases do not involve corroborative evidence (Blackwell, 2008; Duggan et al., 1989), it is
important to examine whether corroborative information in the form of expert evidence
or a specialized judicial direction, which confirms the validity of certain aspects of the
complainant’s testimony, will enhance jury perceptions of the credibility of the child
complainant.

Generally, expert witness testimony is admitted when the expert’s opinion is required
to assist jurors in understanding the meaning and implications of particular evidence or
facts, such as DNA profiling evidence or the results of a medical examination of a child
complainant. In order to bolster a child’s credibility, two distinct types of experts may be
asked to provide expert testimony in CSA cases: (a) clinical practitioners, such as
psychiatrists or psychologists whose expertise derives from training and practical expe-
rience working with children who have been victims of sexual assault; and (b) academic
researchers, whose expertise derives from training in empirical social scientific research
on the responses of child victims to sexual assault. Since most clinicians adhere to a
scientist-practitioner or evidence-based model to guide their professional practice
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(Shapiro, 2002), their testimony may qualify for admission both as non-scientific and as
scientific expert evidence (Sanders, 2001), although Australian courts are less rigorous
than US courts in differentiating these types of experts and in screening the reliability of
the underpinnings of expert testimony (Edmond, 2008).

A second method for the presentation of specialized scientific information to jurors is
via jury instructions that summarize reliable social scientific findings pertinent to the
issues in a case (Monahan and Walker, 1988). This model has been adopted in New
Zealand, where a Court may provide directions about the normative aspects of delayed
complaints and the reliability of children’s evidence (Blackwell, 2005) to guide jurors in
interpreting the related facts. For example, if a child complainant is under six years of
age, s. 49 of the Evidence Regulations 2007 (NZ) permits the Judge to give the jury a
direction to the following effect:

(a) evenvery young children can accurately remember and report things that have happened
to them in the past, but because of developmental differences, children may not report
their memories in the same manner or to the same extent as an adult would;

(b) this does not mean that a child witness is any more or less reliable than an adult witness;
(c) one difference is that very young children typically say very little without some help

to focus on the events in question;
(d) another difference is that, depending on how they are questioned, very young children

can be more open to suggestion than other children or adults;
(e) the reliability of the evidence of very young children depends on the way they are ques-

tioned, and it is important, when deciding howmuch weight to give to their evidence, to
distinguish between open questions aimed at obtaining answers from children in their
own words from leading questions that may put words into their mouths.

However, the effectiveness of this judicial instruction remains untested in terms of its
impact on jury decisions. The present study evaluated the efficacy of both methods to
convey specialized knowledge about CSA to jurors. We anticipated that specialized
knowledge regarding the typicality of some features of CSA cases (such as delayed
complaint and ongoing association with the offender) would positively influence the
child’s credibility and increase perceptions of the defendant’s culpability.

The influence of clinical versus scientific expert testimony

The jury, as trier of fact, is required todecidewhat is knownas theultimate (or fact in) issue in
the trial. In a CSA trial the ultimate issue is whether or not the defendant committed the
alleged sexual act(s)which comprise the offence. The common lawdeveloped a rule to ensure
that expert evidence, in particular, does not encroach upon the jury’s decision-making by
preventing the admissibility of expert opinion about the ultimate issue. Although the uni-
form evidence legislation in NSW, Victoria, the ACT and Tasmania has abolished the ulti-
mate rule (s. 80(a)), it canbe expected that judgeswill still exercise caution if anexpert is asked
for an opinion as to whether a child complainant has been sexually abused (Ligertwood and
Edmond, 2010: 639), for the reasons discussed below.

Studies of jury decision-making have shown that expert testimony by a clinical
practitioner who interviews or assesses the child in the current case is more persuasive
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than research-based scientific expert testimony provided by academicians (Boccaccini
and Brodsky, 2002; Krauss and Sales, 2001). Expert evidence which presents key findings
from the CSA scientific research literature is referred to as scientific, standard, or ‘social
framework’ evidence (Monahan et al., 2009). For instance, a scientific expert who pre-
sented information about children’s typical reactions to sexual abuse, including a state-
ment that the victim in the case exhibited these reactions, was rated by mock jurors
as less important and less helpful than testimony specific to the child that included a
credibility assessment of the victim (that the child was telling the truth), or that discussed
the victim’s use of an anatomical doll to explain the abuse (Kovera et al., 1994).
However, these variations in the nature of the expert evidence did not produce differ-
ences in the conviction rate.

Contrary outcomes emerged in a trial simulation in which the experts who presented
specialized information linked the scientific CSA findings to the case at hand (Gabora et al.,
1993). In one version, the expert linked the research on children’s behavioural reactions to
sexual abuse to the facts of the case, and offered an opinion that the child was abused. In
another version, the expert provided information about the common emotional and
behavioural reactions of children to sexual abuse and acknowledged on cross-examination
that the statements provided to the court were ‘generalizations to which there are always
exceptions’ (Gabora et al., 1993: 108). In a third control condition, no expert evidence was
provided. Undergraduate students (N¼ 352) served as mock jurors. Neither type of expert
testimony had any effect on juror perceptions of the credibility of the child complainant,
although ratings of the defendant’s credibility were lower and the conviction rate was
significantly higher following clinical as opposed to social framework evidence based on
scientific findings or no expert testimony. Because several features of the clinical expert
evidence (providing test results for the child, interviewmaterial from the child), distinguished
the content of that testimony from testimony proffered by the social framework expert, the
precise cause of differences in conviction rates remained unclear (Gabora et al., 1993). One
potential explanation for the outcomes is that expert evidence that is clearly related to the
facts of the case is more influential than more general, abstract information about children
and sexual abuse (Brekke and Borgida, 1988; Kovera et al., 1997).

A third study comparing clinical with standard scientific evidence in a simulated CSA
trial using 298 undergraduate students confirmed that expert testimony influenced their
judgements of the child’s credibility. Unexpected findings were that mock jurors:

were significantly more likely to convict when the child witness was more prepared and they

viewed either the standard or the repetitive expert testimony. Those participants who viewed

concrete expert testimony, however, were more likely to convict when the child witness was

less prepared. (Kovera et al., 1997: 187)

These interactive effects indicated that the clinical, more specific or ‘concrete’ expert
testimony had the greatest effect when the child’s demeanour was ‘congruent with the
behavior described by the expert witness’ suggesting that ‘concrete evidence sensitizes
jurors to behavioral correlates of sexual victimization’ (Kovera et al., 1997: 188) in ways
that scientific and repetitive expert testimony do not.

In sum, few studies have compared the influence of clinical versus scientific testimony
from psychological experts in simulated CSA cases, and the existing research has
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produced contradictory and disparate outcomes, precluding specific hypotheses about
their respective influence. Because the influence of the type of expert testimony on deci-
sions in CSA cases is more complex than anticipated (Kovera et al., 1997), the current
study includes a comparison of the influence of clinical versus scientific expert evidence.

Prior research on expert evidence in child sexual assault trials

In several simulated CSA trials, the introduction of expert testimony has increased the
conviction rate. For example, 161 undergraduate student mock jurors exposed to scientific
expert evidence about the common fears of sexually abused children, and the behavioural
indicators of abuse exhibited by the child complainant ‘were more likely to convict the
defendant and had better recall for the judge’s instructions’ compared to mock jurors who
did not hear any type of expert testimony (Kovera et al., 1994: 668). A more recent study of
expert evidence in child sexual abuse cases used a 500-word vignette, a repeated measures
design and 64 undergraduate students as mock jurors (Klettke et al., 2010). Independent
variables were expert credentials (PhD from a prestigious university, many publications
versus masters degree and clinical practical experience), the strength (correspondence
between specialized knowledge and case facts) and coherence (presence/absence of incon-
sistencies) of the expert evidence. Variations in the expert credentials made no difference,
but strength and coherence of the testifying expert’s evidence were crucial determining
factors: guilt ratings were lower and the victim was rated less credible when both evidence
strength and coherence were low. When evidence strength was high, however, coherence of
the expert testimony did not differentially influence ratings of defendant guilt or victim
credibility, suggesting that the inconsistencies in expert evidence about child sexual abuse
are overlooked when the evidence in the case is strong. In this study, a direct relationship
between the expert testimony manipulations, mock jurors’ verdicts, and ratings of victim
credibility emerged; however not all studies support the notion of a direct connection.

In other studies, although juror perceptions of the credibility of the child were influ-
enced by the expert evidence, this had no impact on the conviction rate. For example,
psychological scientific expert testimony which summarized ‘the major findings from
research into children’s memory competence, susceptibility to suggestion, and reality
monitoring’ was examined in a simulated CSA trial by Crowley et al. (1994: 95). The
mock jurors included 72 undergraduate students and 72 jury-eligible citizens from the
Australian community. Exposure to the expert evidence significantly enhanced ratings of
the child’s memory expertise, reality monitoring and resistance to suggestion, however,
‘the effect of the presence or absence of expert testimony on dichotomous guilty/innocent
verdicts failed to reach significance’ (Crowley et al., 1994: 100). Results of another study
pointed to a relationship between juror gender, perceptions of the credibility of the child
complainant and verdict. In a trial simulation reviewed by 170 community mock jurors,
both juror gender and child believability ‘directly predicted pre-deliberation perceptions
of guilt’, although believability of the child was the stronger predictor (Redlich et al.,
2002: 325). The researchers concluded that whether jurors believe a child is critical in
determining the culpability of the defendant, raising the possibility that child credibility
mediates the influence of specialized knowledge on verdict.

The foregoing review indicates that few previous studies have established a direct link
between the admission of expert testimony and conviction rates. Prior research has failed
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to specify the precise relationship between the child’s credibility and verdict. Although
expert testimony has resulted in enhanced mock juror perceptions of the credibility of
the child complainant, it remains unclear ‘whether that increased ‘‘value’’ of the child’s
testimony mediates increased numbers of guilty verdicts’ (Crowley et al., 1994: 100).
Whether the effectiveness of expert testimony is mediated through decreased perceptions
of the defendant’s credibility, rather than increased perceptions of the credibility of the
complainant was identified as ‘an important issue for future study’ (Gabora et al., 1993:
118). This mediation hypothesis is investigated in the current study.

Judicial instructions versus expert evidence

Juror responses to judicial directions have been the subject of extensive empirical research
(Ogloff and Rose, 2005). Only a few studies have examined the effectiveness of providing
specialized knowledge in the form of a judicial direction. One such instruction, the Telfaire
instruction on eyewitness memory, was used in the USA when the case involved ques-
tionable eyewitness memory before use of an expert witness on eyewitness memory
became commonplace. The Telfaire instruction, which arises in cases where the identity
of the defendant must be established by the prosecution beyond reasonable doubt, informs
the jury of all the matters they must take into account when assessing the reliability of a
witness’s identification evidence. A study of mock jury performance showed that although
jurors exposed to the Telfaire instruction rated it as useful, they performed no differently
from those who received no instruction (Greene, 1988). Compared to actual expert testi-
mony, the Telfaire instruction was less effective in sensitizing mock jurors to the issues
regarding eyewitness accuracy (Cutler et al., 1990). Accordingly, we hypothesized that in
CSA cases, expert evidence would have a greater impact than judicial directions in con-
veying specialized knowledge to jurors in terms of jurors’ perceptions of the defendant’s
and child’s credibility and case outcomes.

Prior research on the timing of judicial instructions

Past studies have shown that expert evidence has a greater impact on jurors when it is
presented earlier in a trial (Brekke and Borgida, 1988). Similarly, some previous research
on the timingorplacement of jury instructions investigated the influence of pre-instruction.
Early mock-jury studies disclosed no influence of substantive legal pre-instructions
on verdict (Cruse and Brown, 1987) or juror comprehension (Elwork et al., 1977). By
contrast, pre-instructions on the presumption of innocence, reasonable doubt, and the
burden of proof were found to decrease convictions (Kassin and Wrightsman, 1979) and
pre-instructions changed juror beliefs on some factual issues (Elwork et al., 1977).

The use of substantive pre-instructions to enhance juror competence was studied in a
series of civil trial simulations (ForsterLee and Horowitz, 1997). Mock jurors who
received pre-instructions were better at differentiating between different plaintiffs accord-
ing to the severity of their injuries to render appropriate awards. Pre-instructions also had
a significant effect on the amount of probative evidence recalled by jurors which, in turn,
had ‘an effect on the quality of decision made by the juror’ (ForsterLee and Horowitz,
1997: 316). Overall, these findings ‘provided evidence that timing of judicial instructions
may be an avenue for empowering the juror’, enhancing their ability to understand the
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evidence given by a witness and improving their decision-making capacities (ForsterLee
and Horowitz, 1997: 317).

One possible explanation is that ‘substantive pre-instruction aided jurors in forming
schemas (or legal, cognitive frameworks) that contain more probative, legally relevant,
evidence’ which enhances cognitive performance (ForsterLee and Horowitz, 1997: 306;
Smith, 1991). The generation in pre-instructed jurors of a cognitive framework which
enhances their performance in assessing and evaluating trial evidence is particularly salient
in CSA cases since many studies have shown that jurors hold particular misconceptions
about children’s reliability as witnesses and their behaviour following sexual abuse.

In the context of a criminal case, an instruction from the trial judge to avoid reliance on
emotional responses when viewing gruesome photographic evidence, delivered at the time
the photographic evidence was introduced, was effective in reducing the negative emotions
of jurors and the probative weight assigned to the photographic evidence, compared to
standard post-trial instructions presented by the judge in summing up (Cush and
Goodman-Delahunty, 2006).

Together, these findings indicate that a substantive judicial direction summarizing
scientific research findings regarding CSA may be more effective in reducing juror mis-
conceptions when delivered just before the child witness gives evidence, that is, at the
time when jurors will be forming their credibility assessments, than if delivered during
the judicial summing up. These findings also indicate that pre-instruction may exert
more influence on assessments of the credibility of the child witness and thus on verdict.

Study aims

The primary aims of the current study were to investigate: (a) the influence of expert
evidence and judicial directions summarizing scientific findings in challenging laypeople’s
misconceptions about children’s memory and responses to sexual abuse; and (b) the
relationship between increased knowledge about CSA, perceptions of victim credibility
and conviction rates in CSA cases.

Preliminary evidence suggesting that expert evidence and judicial directions are effective
legal mechanisms to manage juror misconceptions in CSA trials was gathered in a trial
simulation (Goodman-Delahunty et al., 2010). Community members who endorsed CSA
misconceptions hadnegative perceptions of the credibility of the child complainant andwere
more likely to acquit the defendant. Judicial directions provided before the child complain-
ant testified enhanced complainant credibility, which in turn predicted guilty verdicts. The
current study aimed to replicate these findings and extend that research by testing the
mediation hypothesis proposed by Gabora et al. (1993) and Crowley et al. (1994).

Method

Design and research hypotheses

A randomized experimental study was conducted to investigate the impact of expert
evidence and the timing of judicial directions in challenging commonly held misconcep-
tions about CSA, and the extent to which ratings of complainant credibility account for
the relationship between enhanced knowledge about CSA cases and verdicts.
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The first independent variable, CSA Expert Evidence, had two levels: clinical and
scientific. The second independent variable, Timing of Judicial Direction, had two levels:
directions presented before the child witness testified or during the judge’s summing up.
A fifth condition where no scholarly information about CSA was provided served as a
control group. A full 3x3 design was not applied because it is unrealistic to include
conditions in which expert evidence and substantive judicial directions on CSA infor-
mation are provided in the same trial. All five versions of the mock trial were tested using
the same case transcript.

The following research hypotheses were tested:

1. Specialized knowledge which explains the typical features of CSA cases (such as delayed
complaint and ongoing association with the offender) will reduce CSA misconceptions;

2. Expert evidence will be more effective than judicial directions in reducing CSA
misconceptions.

3. A judicial direction which summarizes the research findings about CSA will be more
effective in reducing CSA misconceptions when delivered before the child’s evidence
than during the judicial summing up.

4. Increases in mock juror CSA knowledge will enhance their perceptions of the child’s
credibility, and the influence of specialized CSA information on verdict will be
mediated by those credibility assessments.

Participants

Participants were 118 undergraduate psychology students who received course credit for
their participation. The mean age of participants was 19.4 years (range: 18–48 years). The
majority of the participants were female (72%). Just over half (56%) of the participants
reported their cultural background as Asian, 27% reported their cultural background as
Australian, 10% as European and the remaining 7% reported a number of different
cultural backgrounds. The majority of the participants reported some experience working
with children (74%), although only two participants were parents. All participants were
legally eligible to participate in a jury trial in Australia.

Materials and procedure

Trial transcript
A transcript of a CSA trial was developed from testimony provided in an actual CSA
case, with opening and closing addresses by the prosecution and defence, evidence-in-
chief and cross-examination of the child complainant, judicial instructions regarding
CSA cases or expert psychological testimony (in the relevant versions of the trial) and
a case summation by the judge. The transcript ranged in length from 18 to 26 double-
spaced pages. The longer versions contained the psychological expert’s evidence-in-chief
and cross-examination. Participants read the transcript in 30–40 minutes.

Expert testimony The expert testimony was presented in 1980 words (approximately
six pages). Core information on CSA, extracted from major findings reported in
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psychological studies, stated that children’s counterintuitive behaviours in response to
sexual abuse are not necessarily evidence of fabrication and are typical in children who
have been abused (i.e. delay in complaint, continued contact with and affection for the
abuser, etc). The expert also provided information about children’s memory, susceptibil-
ity to suggestion and capacity to provide reliable testimony. On cross-examination, the
psychologist admitted that the information presented was based on generalizations to
which there could be exceptions, and the possibility existed that the child believed she was
abused due to repeated suggestions regarding the alleged incident and repeated question-
ing by adults.

Both experts provided the same core information about CSA, although the clinical
expert stated that the information was derived from her practical experience while the
scientific expert explained the findings in terms of what the research literature demon-
strated. The experts were presented with parallel credentials: the clinician reported 20
years of clinical work with victims of CSA; the academic reported 20 years of research
on the topic, although the basis of their opinions diverged. The clinical expert reviewed
documents contained in the police investigative file, such as transcripts of police interviews
with the complainant, conducted an in-person interview of the complainant, and con-
cluded with an opinion that the complainant had been abused by her step-father. The
scientific researcher reviewed identical documents and the research literature, but did
not conduct an in-person interview with the child. She concluded with an opinion that
the complainant’s behaviour was consistent with the research findings about reactions of
children who have been abused.

Judicial directions The judicial direction which summarized the research findings about
CSA addressed the same core topics as the expert testimony in a more concise form, 574
words (one page). The judge explained that she was required by law to provide the direc-
tion because the complainant was a minor testifying about a sexual offence. The judicial
direction summarized the scientific research findings on children’s responses to sexual
abuse (that counterintuitive behaviours such as delay in complaint, continued contact
with and affection for the abuser are not evidence of a fabricated complaint) and stated
children can provide reliable accounts of their experiences if questioned appropriately.

Dependent measures
CSA Misconception Questionnaire The 26-item CSA Misconception Questionnaire was
administered before the mock jurors read the trial transcript and again during a post-trial
juror questionnaire. The CSA Misconception Questionnaire was developed to test the
knowledge and misconceptions of jury-eligible Australian citizens about CSA cases
(Cossins et al., 2009). Based on a search of the literature, questions about five major
topics were devised: (a) children’s reactions to sexual abuse; (b) children’s reliability as
witnesses; (c) their ability to accurately recall experienced events; (d) their susceptibility to
suggestive questioning; and (e) the typical offence characteristics of CSA. Mock jurors
rated their agreement with 26 statements on a 7-point scale (1¼ strongly disagree,
7¼ strongly agree). Potential total scores ranged from 26 to 182, with higher scores
reflecting stronger endorsement of misconceptions about CSA cases.

CSA knowledge gain scores were calculated for each participant by subtracting post-
trial scores from pre-trial misconception scores for each item and summing the
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differences. A positive change score indicated an increase in knowledge (or a decrease in
misconceptions). A comparison of the number of correct responses to the pre-trial versus
the post-trial questionnaire yielded an objective measure of the extent to which the
respective experimental interventions were effective in improving mock-jurors’ knowl-
edge about CSA cases.

Juror questionnaire Mock jurors provided individual verdicts (guilty/not guilty) after
the presentation of the trial materials and rated their agreement/disagreement on a 7-
point scale (scores ranged from 1¼ strongly disagree to 7¼ strongly agree) with the
following statements:

Factual guilt: mock-jurors indicated whether (a) the defendant sexually abused the
complainant; (b) the complainant had the knowledge to fabricate the allegation of
sexual abuse; and (c) had fabricated the alleged abuse.

Victim credibility: Mock jurors assessed the child complainant’s believability, reliability,
consistency, credibility and whether the child could distinguish fact from fantasy.
Responses were highly correlated, so scores were summed and divided by five (the
number of items) to produce an overall measure of the child complainant’s credibility.
The internal reliability of these items was adequate, with a Cronbach’s alpha¼ 0.83,
suggesting it was appropriate to create a summed score.

Perceptions of the judicial directions: mock jurors rated the persuasiveness of the judge’s
instructions.

Perceptions of the expert: in the two expert witness conditions, mock jurors rated their
agreement with four statements regarding the expert’s reliability, credibility, trust-
worthiness, and the scientific validity of the expert information.

Manipulation check: A series of nine true/false questions assessed whether mock jurors
paid attention to the trial information and could accurately recall trial details.

Results

Responses of seven mock jurors (6%) who answered fewer than 75% of the manipulation
check items correctly were excluded from further analyses. The excluded mock jurors did
not differ significantly from the remaining mock jurors in terms of age, gender, parental
status, or education. The results reflect the responses of the 111mock jurors who answered
seven or more of the nine manipulation check items correctly.

The influence of pre-trial CSA misconceptions

Overall, the child complainant was perceived as moderately credible (M¼ 4.75,
SD¼ 0.97), and the defendant was rated as likely to have sexually assaulted the com-
plainant (M¼ 5.00, SD¼ 1.43). In turn, the victim was perceived as unlikely to have
fabricated (M¼ 3.01, SD¼ 1.38), or unlikely to be equipped with the knowledge to
fabricate the allegation of sexual assault (M¼ 3.20, SD¼ 1.58). Mock jurors’ pre-trial
misconception scores negatively influenced perceptions of complainant credibility
(r¼�0.41, p< .01) and culpability ratings of the defendant (r¼�0.29, p< .01); that
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is, the more mock jurors endorsed misconceptions about CSA cases before they read the
trial transcript, the less credible they perceived the complainant to be and the less cul-
pable they perceived the defendant.

Effectiveness of specialized knowledge in reducing CSA misconceptions

A between-groups repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) investigated the
extent to which each experimental intervention was effective in changing misconcep-
tions about CSA cases, and which intervention was most effective in this regard. As is
shown in Figure 1, the views about CSA held by mock jurors in all trial conditions
were similar at the outset: no significant differences emerged between mock jurors’ pre-
trial misconception scores in the five experimental groups (F(4, 103)¼ 0.70, p> .05,
�2p¼ 0.02).

Following exposure to the trial transcript, there was a significant shift in mock jurors’
endorsement of CSA misconceptions. The main effect for time (pre-trial vs. post-trial
misconception scores) was significant (Wilk’s Lamba¼ 0.57, F(1, 103)¼ 77.18, p< .001,
�2p¼ 0.43); that is, pre-trial CSA misconception scores (M¼ 87.0, SE¼ 1.18) exceeded
post-trial misconception scores (M¼ 78.4, SE¼ 1.40). However, the main effect for
time was qualified by a significant interaction between time and experimental group
(Wilk’s Lamba¼ 0.75, F(4, 103)¼ 8.65, p< .001, �2p¼ 0.25). Analysis of the simple
slopes revealed that all experimental manipulations were effective in reducing misconcep-
tions about CSA cases. As is shown in Figure 1, mock jurors’ post-trial misconception
scores were significantly lower than their pre-trial scores in the trial conditions containing
specialized knowledge about CSA, compared to the control condition. Thus, a judicial
direction provided before the child testified (F(1, 103)¼ 18.63, p< .001, �2p¼ 0.15) or in
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Figure 1. Pre-trial and post-trial misconception scores, by trial intervention (mean).
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summation (F(1, 103)¼ 16.69, p< .01, �2p¼ 0.15), and information provided by a research
or clinical expert (F(1, 103)¼ 25.05, p< .01, �2p¼ 0.20 and F(1, 103)¼ 44.76, p< .01,
�2p¼ 0.30, respectively) significantly decreased mock jurors’ misconceptions about CSA
cases. When no such information was provided (in the control condition, F(1, 103)¼ 0.85,
p> .05, �2p¼ 0.008), mock-jurors’ misconceptions about CSA cases increased slightly
(although non-significantly), suggesting that exposure to testimony and arguments in a
CSA trial in the absence of educative information about CSA may reinforce people’s
misconceptions and increase their reliance on those misconceptions.

The effectiveness of expert evidence and judicial directions

Difference scores calculated for each participant, by comparing the number of correct
responses to the pre-trial versus the post-trial misconception questionnaire, provided a
measure of the extent to which each experimental intervention was effective in changing
participants’ misconceptions and increasing their knowledge about CSA cases. CSA
knowledge change scores were calculated by subtracting post-trial misconception
items from pre-trial misconception items, and summing the differences. A positive
score indicated an increase in knowledge (or a decrease in misconceptions).

As expected, following the repeated measures analysis, a one-way ANOVA revealed
that the mean CSA knowledge change scores differed significantly by trial condition (see
Table 1; F(4, 102)¼ 8.57, p< .001, �2p¼ 0.25). Follow-up post-hoc tests using the Tukey
procedure revealed that the four experimental interventions presenting specialized
knowledge resulted in significant increases in knowledge about CSA cases, compared
to when this information was absent (the control condition). Contrary to the hypothesis
that knowledge change scores following exposure to expert evidence would exceed those
following exposure to judicial directions, the observed knowledge change scores between
the four experimental conditions did not differ significantly from one another. Clinical
expert evidence was no more influential than scientific expert evidence in reducing CSA
misconceptions, and the earlier presentation of the judicial direction did not produce any
additional learning gain over a direction presented in the judicial summation. These
results suggested that neither trial intervention was more effective than the other at
enhancing knowledge about CSA cases.

Table 1. Mean CSA knowledge change scores, victim credibility ratings and guilty verdicts (percent),

by experimental conditions

No judicial

direction;

no expert

Direction before

child testified

Direction in

judicial

summation

Scientific

expert

Clinical

expert

CSA knowledge change �1.96a 9.36b 9.17b 11.78b 14.87b

Victim credibility 4.18a 5.11b 4.95 4.72 4.79

Guilty verdicts (%) 37.5a 52.2 77.3b 65.0 71.4b

Note: Means in the same row marked with the same superscript (a and a, or b and b) are not significantly different

from one another; means marked with different superscripts from one another (a vs. b) are significantly different

from one another. Other unmarked differences are ns (p< .05).
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The influence of CSA knowledge on perceived victim credibility and verdict

A one-way ANOVA revealed a significant difference in ratings of victim credibility (F(4,
103)¼ 3.23, p< .05, �2p¼ 0.11). Post-hoc Tukey tests demonstrated that presentation of a
specialized judicial direction before the child testified significantly enhanced the per-
ceived credibility of the child victim compared to the perceived credibility by mock
jurors in the control group who did not receive any specialized information about
CSA cases (see Table 1). The perceived credibility of the child complainant by mock
jurors who received information in the judicial summation or from a clinical or scientific
expert was undifferentiated from that among mock jurors in the other groups.

Logistic regression was used to assess whether the experimental manipulations influ-
enced mock jurors’ verdicts. The overall model was significant (�2¼ 9.86, df¼ 4, p< .05),
suggesting that verdicts differed between the experimental groups. Significantly more
mock jurors convicted the defendant (returned a guilty verdict) when the specialized
jury direction was presented in the judicial summation (Wald Statistic¼ 6.89, df¼ 1,
p< .01) and following testimony by a clinical expert (Wald Statistic¼ 4.95, df¼ 1,
p< .05), compared to the control condition (Table 1). The proportion of mock jurors
selecting a guilty verdict when they heard testimony from a research expert was marginally
higher than that in the control condition (Wald Statistic¼ 3.21, df¼ 1, p¼ .07). Mock
jurors who received information in the form of a judicial direction before the child testified
were not significantly more likely to convict the defendant than those in the control
condition (Wald Statistic¼ 1.02, df¼ 1, p> .05).

The influence of the source of the specialized information

Although each procedural trial intervention produced similar knowledge gains (there were
no significant differences between the CSA knowledge change scores in the four experi-
mental jury groups), a number of significant differences emerged in victim credibility and
verdict ratings depending on the source of the specialized information. Perceptions of the
expert and the judge were analysed to explore the source of these differences.

A series of questions exploring perceptions of the expert witness were completed only
by mock jurors exposed to the expert evidence. To reduce the likelihood of Type I errors,
a more stringent alpha level of 0.01 was selected to determine significance with these
items. Results of a series of independent t-tests revealed no significant differences
between the clinical and the scientific expert on ratings of the reliability, trustworthiness
and scientific basis of their evidence. Overall, both experts were rated as moderately
reliable (M¼ 5.70, SD¼ 0.97) and trustworthy (M¼ 5.54, SD¼ 1.29), while the infor-
mation they provided during the trial was generally regarded as scientific (M¼ 4.98,
SD¼ 1.29). A marginally significant difference in the rating of the credibility of the
expert evidence emerged (t(41)¼�2.03, p¼ .05, Z2

¼ 0.10)) in the hypothesized direc-
tion: clinical expert testimony (M¼ 6.43, SD¼ 0.68) was perceived as marginally more
credible than similar testimony from a scientific expert (M¼ 5.90, SD¼ 0.97).

Results of a one-way ANOVA revealed that perceptions of the persuasiveness of the
judicial instructions varied according to the timing of the instruction (F(4, 105)¼ 5.12,
p< .01, �2p¼ 0.16). Post-hoc tests disclosed that mock jurors who received a judicial
direction in summation (M¼ 5.73, SD¼ 1.35) rated the judge’s instructions as
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significantly more persuasive than mock jurors who received a judicial instruction before
the child testified (M¼ 4.13, SD¼ 1.58), and those who were exposed to expert evidence
from a scientist or clinical psychologist (M¼ 4.05, SD¼ 1.57 and M¼ 4.05, SD¼ 1.46
respectively). Ratings of the persuasiveness of the information provided by the judge in
the latter three jury groups did not differ significantly from one another. However, mock
jurors’ ratings of the persuasiveness of the judicial instruction provided in summation
did not differ significantly from the standard judicial directions without any specialized
information (i.e. the control condition, M¼ 4.79, SD¼ 1.53).

Analysis of the mediating influence of the perceived credibility
of the child on verdict

One of the aims of this researchwas to explore how information aboutCSA cases influenced
juror perceptions in CSA trials, and whether ratings of victim credibility mediated the rela-
tionship between knowledge about CSA and verdicts. Mediation analysis tests whether an
independent variable (IV) indirectly influences a dependent variable (DV) through a third
mediator variable using a statistical procedure (Preacher and Hayes, 2004). Four criteria
were specified by Baron and Kenny (1986) to establish mediation: (i) a statistically signifi-
cant, direct relationship between the IV and the DV is necessary to establish that there is an
effect to be mediated (path c in Figure 2); (ii) the IV must be significantly related to the
mediator (patha inFigure2); (iii) themediatormustbe significantly related to theDV(pathb
in Figure 2); and (iv) the relationship between the IV and the DV must be non-significant
once the mediating variable is included in the model (path c’ in Figure 2).

When all four criteria are present, the independent variable is said to influence the
dependent variable through the mediator variable. However, these criteria comprise an
informal test of mediation. Additional formal statistical techniques such as the Sobel test
are applied to assess the mediation hypothesis (Preacher and Hayes, 2004; MacKinnon
et al., 2002). To test whether perceptions of victim credibility mediate the relationship
between endorsement of CSA misconceptions and convictions in CSA cases, a Sobel test
was applied to mock jurors’ CSA knowledge change scores as these scores reflected the
impact of the trial interventions on endorsement of CSA misconceptions.

CSA Knowledge 
Change Verdict 

Victim  

Credibility 

a =.27* 

c =.42* 

(c’=.11) 

b=.58* 

Figure 2. Simple mediation model for direct and indirect effects of CSA knowledge gains on

conviction rates (*p< .05).
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First, as is shown in Figure 2, the total effect of CSA knowledge scores on verdict
ratings was significant (c¼ .42, Wald Statistic¼ 12.41, df¼ 1, p< .001); that is, the more
mock jurors learned during the trial, the more likely they were to convict the defendant.
Second, knowledge scores were related to ratings of victim credibility (a¼ .27;
t(103)¼ 6.18, p< . 001, r¼ 0.52) such that the more mock jurors learned during the
trial presentation, the more the complainant’s credibility increased. Third, ratings of
victim credibility significantly predicted verdicts, such that the more credible the victim
was perceived to be, the more likely mock jurors were to convict the defendant (b¼ .58,
Wald Statistic¼ 15.27, df¼ 1, p< .001). Finally, Figure 2 revealed that the direct effect of
CSA knowledge change scores on guilt ratings was not significant (c’¼ .11, Wald
Statistic¼ 0.91, df¼ 1, p> .05). The fact that the effect of CSA knowledge on verdicts
was not significant once victim credibility was controlled confirmed that victim credibility
completely mediated the effect of CSA knowledge change scores on verdict. Results from a
Sobel test supported the full mediation model (Sobel z-value¼ 3.31, p< .001). These
results confirmed the hypothesis that specialized knowledge about CSA cases presented
during the trial, either in the form of psychological expert testimony or a judicial direction,
enhanced perceptions of victim credibility, which in turn, increased the conviction rate.

Discussion

Common misperceptions about CSA were effectively countered by specialized CSA
knowledge presented either in the testimony of a psychological expert or in a specially
crafted unique judicial direction. The hypothesis that the presentation of specialized
CSA knowledge to mock jurors would decrease their misconceptions about CSA cases
was confirmed. An important related outcome was the finding in the control group that
exposure to testimony and arguments in a CSA trial without the benefit of specialized
educative information about CSA did not diminish mock-jurors’ misconceptions, but
appeared to reinforce their reliance on mistaken beliefs.

The results of this study provided no support for the hypothesis that an expert pre-
senting information based on clinical expertise and methods is more effective at reducing
CSA misconceptions than an expert presenting information based on scientific expertise
and methods. With the exception of a marginally significant advantage to clinicians over
scientists in terms of credibility, the two types of experts were rated as equivalent in terms
of their perceived reliability, trustworthiness and scientific strength. These outcomes are
similar to those reported by Klettke et al. (2010) and Gabora et al., 1993, in that both
clinical and scientific expert testimony were ‘equally effective in overcoming misconcep-
tions concerning child sexual abuse’ (Gabora et al., 1993: 118). However, in line with the
credibility ratings of the two experts, the conviction rate following exposure to the clinical
psychological expert significantly exceeded that following exposure to the scientific expert.
This outcome, notwithstanding the perceived equivalence of the two experts, was consis-
tent with some previous research showing a preference for clinical over scientific experts.

The hypothesis that specialized CSA knowledge presented by the judge before the child
witness testified would more effectively reduce CSA misconceptions was not supported –
this form of pre-instruction was just as effective in reducing CSA misconceptions as a
judicial direction containing the same information presented at the end of the trial. Mock
juror perceptions that the judicial direction was more persuasive in summation were
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unrelated to changes in their CSA misconceptions. However, the hypothesis that the
earlier delivery of the judicial instruction would significantly impact the perceived
credibility of the child complaint was confirmed – the credibility of the child was signif-
icantly enhanced by a judicial direction presented before the child testified. Assessments
of the child’s credibility were significantly lower when the specialized knowledge was
presented after the child’s testimony, whether that information was introduced by an
expert witness or a judicial direction.

The hypothesis that specialized CSA knowledge presented before the child witness
testified would exert more influence on assessments of the child’s credibility and thus on
verdict was partially supported. As expected, mock jurors’ assessments of the persuasive
force of the judicial directions (on ratings of victim credibility) were highest in the group
that received the specialized judicial instruction before the child complainant testified.
However, contrary to expectations, the conviction rate in the group of mock jurors who
received the specialized judicial instruction in summation was significantly higher than
the conviction rate in the pre-instructed group. Although some past research suggests
that expert evidence or judicial instructions presented earlier rather than later in the trial
have more impact on mock jurors’ decisions (Brekke and Borgida, 1988; Cush and
Goodman-Delahunty, 2006), the current results suggest the relationship between
timing of information and outcome is more complex. Pre-instruction may influence
perceptions of the child complainant (as expected), without necessarily influencing the
conviction rate. Further investigation regarding the influence of the timing of specialised
instructions is required to clarify which may have the greatest impact upon verdicts.

In this study, no experimental manipulation of the timing of the expert evidence was
included: in both expert versions, the expert testimony was presented after the child com-
plainant had already given evidence. Future studies should investigate whether psycho-
logical expert testimony presented before the child gives evidence more effectively reduces
misconceptions and enhances evaluations in CSA cases. In this study, the experts offered
opinions that the child complainant had been sexually abused, and no such opinion was
conveyed via the judicial direction. Despite speculation that what influences jurors the
most is an explicit statement by the expert that the child was sexually abused (Gabora
et al.,1993), in this study, the conviction rate following the clinical expert evidence was not
significantly different from that following exposure to the specialized judicial direction in
the judicial summing up. This outcome indicates that the force of an ultimate opinion by
an expert that the child was sexually abused may be overrated; a finding in line with
outcomes in studies of the influence of an ultimate opinion by an expert in other types of
cases (Nietzel et al., 1999).

Whether an expert should offer an opinion on the ultimate issue in a case to be decided
by a jury is a question that has been extensively debated (Melton et al., 2007). One US
survey revealed that judges and prosecutors preferred experts to offer this opinion,
although defence lawyers were less supportive (Redding et al., 2001). Typically, experts
offering scientific social framework evidence do not link the research findings directly to
the specific facts in issue as do clinicians who have interviewed the child complainant,
although this limitation has been vigorously debated (Monahan et al., 2009). Some scho-
lars contend that the fit between general research findings and the facts of a case must be
established empirically (Monahan and Walker, 2008). Thus, scientists who have no empir-
ical evidence about a particular child and who opine that the child was sexually abused are
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seen to be making an impermissible personal, subjective judgement – a mere educated
guess. Further research is needed on how, and whether or not, expert opinions should link
the scientific evidence and the facts of the case. For example, the use of terminology such
as ‘consistent with’, ‘identical’, ‘match’, ‘similar in all respects tested’, was recently criti-
cized as lacking in specificity and scientific rigour (Monahan et al., 2009).

The hypothesis that specialized information provided to mock jurors would influence
assessments of the credibility of the child complainant and that any influence of special-
ized information on verdict would be mediated by assessments of the credibility of the
child complainant, was confirmed. These findings demonstrated that knowledge of child
sex abuse was associated with determinative credibility judgements of the child complain-
ant and assessments of the defendant’s culpability. Although this study involved a group
of student mock jurors who read a trial transcript rather than viewed a trial, our findings
on the relationship between credibility and verdict confirm the results reported in an
Australian jury study which found that actual jurors’ perceptions of the complainant’s
credibility were significantly related to verdict in child sexual assault trials (Cashmore and
Trimboli, 2006).

The implication of this outcome is that prosecutors should be encouraged to call
experts to give evidence in child sexual assault cases, as their specialized knowledge has
a significant impact on the perceived credibility of the child complainant and in turn, the
outcome of the case. This finding emerged both in the current study and a previous study
with a community sample of mock jurors (Goodman-Delahunty et al., 2010).

Limitations and recommendations for future research

These findings were gathered in the context of an exploratory jury simulation that tested
the efficacy of interventions to correct for established jury biases in CSA cases, including the
application of an experimental, non-existent specialized jury direction. None of these
hypotheses could have been tested in the context of an actual CSA trial (Rose and Ogloff,
2001). At such a preliminary stage in the research programme, the goal was not to generalize
to actual juries, but to test the influence of these measures on individual mock jurors. As
such, a number of methodological limitations of the current study exist. Future research
using more ecologically and externally valid materials and methods is planned using a
videotaped trial and non-empanelled jury-eligible participants who are provided the oppor-
tunity to deliberate about the evidence in a group.

In this study, all the mock jurors were undergraduate students who had recently
completed high school. Past studies of jurors have shown that a sizeable proportion
of actual jurors hold a tertiary degree (32.7% in Cashmore and Trimboli, 2006; 26.1% in
O’Brien et al., 2008). The influence of education on mock jurors’ responses to CSA cases
remains to be tested. One possibility is that university students may view a scientific
expert more favourably than do members of the general public who are more likely to
encounter a clinical psychologist in their daily activities than a scientific expert.
However, in our previous study using a similar methodology, a sample of community
members rated the clinical and scientific experts equivalently in terms of their reliability,
trustworthiness and scientific validity, and did not favour expert evidence by the clinical
psychologist over that of the scientific expert (Goodman-Delahunty et al., 2010). This
outcome controverted a finding in the context of a US death penalty trial simulation that
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a clinical expert exerted more influence on psychology undergraduate mock jurors than
an actuarial expert (Krauss and Sales, 2001). Further research is needed to explore the
potential influence of different types of expert evidence in CSA cases.

The current study only employed a relatively small sample, which may have limited
the power to detect significant effects. Nonetheless, a number of interesting effects were
detected. These require replication with larger, more representative samples, to ensure
the generalizability of these results.

In this study, no assessment of the interventions on the perceptions of the credibility
of the defendant were assessed. Prior research disclosed no discernible prejudicial effect
of expert evidence on perceptions of, and inferences about, the defendant’s credibility
(Kovera et al., 1997). However, before evidence-based policy recommendations can be
formulated, further research is needed that includes these measures to ensure that the
interventions proposed are not prejudicial to the defendant.

Because of the exploratory nature of this research, and the focus on measuring indi-
vidual knowledge change scores, the third major legal procedural safeguard against jury
bias, namely jury deliberation, was not tested. Although in general, deliberation is
regarded as a measure to reduce jury error and misconceptions (Devine et al., 2001), a
number of studies have shown that deliberation failed to enhance jury performance after
exposure to expert testimony and specific legal instructions. For example, following
exposure to expert evidence on DNA profiling, deliberation failed to enhance jury per-
formance (Dann et al., 2007). One empirical comparison of the accuracy of groups and
individuals in applying a legal instruction showed that:

[g]roup deliberation did not have an impact on application test performance . . . [T]he fact

that group decisions on the application test were not significantly better than individual

decisions contradicts both the law’s view of group superiority, and at least some of the

research. (Rose and Ogloff, 2001: 426–428)

Future studies that include deliberation are recommended to assess the extent to which
deliberation serves to reduce juror misconceptions in CSA cases.

Conclusion

It is impractical for courts to survey and select jurors with low CSA misconception
scores to serve in CSA trials. This research revealed that expert testimony and a specially
crafted judicial instruction, both of which presented similar specialized information
about CSA, were effective procedural mechanisms in challenging common juror mis-
conceptions about CSA. Both methods produced significant knowledge changes in mock
jurors which enhanced the credibility ratings of the child complainant and increased the
conviction rate. Taking into consideration the practical realities of adducing expert tes-
timony in CSA trials, the availability and costs of experts, courts may be encouraged by
preliminary findings which demonstrate the viability of a cost-effective alternative to
delivering specialized information about CSA. Significantly, a judicial direction
presented during summation had as much impact on the verdict as did expert testimony
proffering an opinion that the child had been sexually abused. Although these prelim-
inary findings require replication, the reduction in the guilty verdict rate (from 37.5% to
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77%) with judicial summation suggested that judicial direction during summation may
offer an efficient, less expensive and less contentious method of counteracting miscon-
ceptions and informing juries than expert witness testimony.

Further refinement of this methodology through more ecologically valid research will
assist in identifying the legal procedures or types of expert testimony best suited to
Australian criminal trials and practical guidance for jurors in future CSA cases.
Empirical demonstrations of a range of procedures that can be applied to remedy the
low conviction rate in CSA trials may encourage the police and prosecutors to send more
CSA cases to trial.
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Notes

1. Section 79A, Evidence Act 2001 (Tas); s. 79(2), Evidence Act 1995 (NSW); Evidence Act 2009
(Vic) and Evidence Act 1995 (Cth).

2. See s. 108C, Evidence Act 1995 (NSW); Evidence Act 2009 (Vic) and Evidence Act 1995 (Cth).
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